
1.  When the book opens, most of the 
kids have made it to a comfortable 
Canadian refugee camp, and each of 
them responds to the relative safety in 
a different way. Jake seemingly reverts 
back to his normal high school self, Niko 
starts wasting away from lack of action, 
Alex immediately starts working on the 
next task, and Dean just wants to take 
a moment to breathe without being in 
mortal danger. Which of these reactions 
do you identify with most?

2.  This is the fi rst time that we hear Josie’s 
story in her own words. Is her narrative 
voice different from what you expected 
after reading about her from Dean and 
Alex’s perspectives? If so, why?

3.  Despite Astrid’s decision to become his 
girlfriend, Dean is still jealous of Jake 
and worried about Jake being the father 
of her child. Do you think Dean is right 
to be worried? What would you do in 
that situation?
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4.  Early on Josie says, “The Josie who 
took care of everyone—that girl’s dead. 
I killed her when I killed the soldier.” 
Do you feel that her actions in the book 
support this claim? Is she right to 
punish herself for killing someone who 
was threatening the children in her care?

5.   Astrid is scared of going to the doctor 
and attracting attention, but neither Dean 
nor Jake really believes her or credits the 
evidence she’s found. Have you ever tried 
to warn people about something and not 
been believed?

6.  When Carlo and his gang of Union 
Men come up to take the group’s food, 
Josie wants to stand up to them, but 
Mario decides to give in and keep their 
heads down. Which tactic do you believe 
is wiser?

7.  When Alex sent his letter into the 
newspaper, he thought it would help the 
whole group, but it ended up putting Astrid 
in danger, and once again separating him 
from Dean. Can you think of a time when 
you tried to do something helpful and it 
backfi red on you?

8.  Niko calls the Type O camp where Josie 
is being held a concentration camp. Do 
you think that is a fair comparison? How 
would you describe it?

9.  Jake wants Astrid to come with him to the 
safety of his mother’s house in Texas, but 
Astrid chooses to go with Niko so she can 
save her friend Josie and stay with Dean, 
who she loves. If you were pregnant and 
ill, as Astrid is, would you make the same 
choice?

    Josie stopped Venger from cracking 
Mario’s skull and became his favorite 
target. Do you think this happens often 
when people stand up to bullies? 

    Josie stopped Venger from cracking 10.


